Airsoft Electric Gun (AEG)
Hello there!
You’ve just bought airsoft gun, that’s great!
We would like to give you few advices, how to or not to manipulate with your new gun and some
safety habits what you need to follow.
1. The legislative guidance:
Airsoft weapons belong to Act No. 119/2002 Coll. from the collection of laws of the Czech
Republic to category D. For shooting from paintball and airsoft weapons, a safe area must be
designated, the supervision of a responsible person must be ensured or such a place must be
visibly marked as the place where the shooting takes place. Persons at the shooting site are also
required to wear appropriate protective equipment. Shooting with these weapons is then
prohibited in a place where the life or health of persons could be endangered or property
damage may be caused.
The holder of a category D weapon may not carry the weapon visibly in public or in a place
accessible to the public, unless it is, for example, reconstructions of historical battles, theatrical
performances, etc., manipulate in any way if his ability to do so is reduced by the consumption
of alcoholic beverages, addictive substances, drugs or as a result of illness.1
-
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Never ever aim on people or animals on purpose or inattention a definitely do not shoot on
those!
Never leave your weapon with small kids.
Use only plastic balls intended for shooting made by brands we sell. Do not use colored balls.
Colored balls leave color in barrels and it will damage your gun.
When shooting, you and people around you, wear a protection glasses. Balls can
bounce in small rooms.
WARNING: Dioptric or ski glasses are not certificated as protection gear!
We recommend you to keep original packaging. It is constructed for safety storage,
transport or sending of the weapon.
Never, at any circumstances try to show airsoft weapon as a real firearm! You could be
persecuted for a crime. In the worst scenario you could become a victim of legal defense
action of attacked person or law enforcements units.

Quote from the website of the Interior Ministry, quoted: March 20, 2020, online can be found here:
https://www.mvcr.cz/clanek/zbrane-podlehajici-zakonu-o-zbranich-a-podminky-jejich-nabyvani-adrzeni.aspx?q=Y2hudW09Nw%3D%3D
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2. Instruction for airsoft weapon and battery using
- To power the weapon use Ni-Cd, Ni-MH, Li-Pol, Li-Ion, Li-Fe battery and chargers of our
recommendation.
- Charge the battery before first use. Read and respect the charger manual.
- There is two types of battery chargers2:
1. Automatic charger – automatically switches to maintenance mode after recharging
the battery and do not overcharge the battery further than its capacity
2. Basic charger – with these basic chargers you have to be careful, because the charger
does not have an automatic "storage" mode, so it charges constantly – so you need
to follow the instructions in the charger manual and calculate how long your battery
will be charged. All information about the charging current at a certain voltage is given
directly on the charger or in the enclosed manual.
- Battery STORAGE:
1. Ni-Cd / Ni-MH batteries has to be storage EMPTY. They suffer with memory effect
and every next charging.
▪ If you are charging the battery for the first time, or after a long time, is
necessary to format the battery. It means that you have to fully charge and
discharge it for 2-3 times. Than you will have full capacity of the battery. 3
2. Li-Pol / Li-Ion / Li-Fe batteries are being storage fully charged. In case that you have
clever charger, use STORAGE mode.
- You can get free unbranded battery and charger with some weapon models. These batteries
and chargers have limited lifetime. It’s not possible to complaint or use them to charge high
quality batteries. We recommend you to buy battery and charger of our recommendation.
- DO NOT leave battery plugged in your weapon if you don’t use it.4
- Do not fire without loaded magazine. Shooting without ammunition can damage your
weapon as same as shooting with blocked barrel.
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The charging current can be found on the charger label or in the enclosed manual, or on the packaging.
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When formatting, it is recommended to charge and discharge with a current of approx. 0.1C. (parameter C
is a multiple of the battery capacity: 0.1C for a 2000mAh battery = 200mAh).
4

E.g. at the end of the airsoft action, it is ideal to remove the magazine, put two "safety shots" in a safe area
and then disconnect the battery.
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There are two basic types of magazines:
1. Large capacity (High-cap, electrically rechargeable)
▪ To load them, open the “door” and you will see the shaft for loading. DO NOT
load the magazine on the top through feeding system.
▪ Then you turn on feeding (electric magazine) or turn loading wheel on
downside of the magazine (high-cap mag).

2. Low capacity magazine (Mid/Low-Cap)
▪ You will need BB loader to load this type of magazine. Fill the loader with BBs
and through feeding mechanism load the magazine until it’s fully loaded (if
you feel pressure, magazine is full).
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DO NOT use already shooted BBs. Little damage or dirt on them could cause damage of the
weapon.
Exceptionally, stuck BBs can be released from the opposite direction with the "wiper" included
with most weapons with the breech open. However, improper intervention can damage the
seals of the barrel, including the Hop-Up bucking, so please entrust this operation to a
professional service (if you have a weapon under warranty, then directly to us). Depending
on the conditions of use, entrust the weapon for regular maintenance and cleaning to a
professional workshop (after the season, after pollution, flooding, before a major "event",
etc.).
Before firing, make sure that the trigger is not secured. Forcible firing against the locked
trigger will logically damage the mechanism (this damage is also not covered by the
warranty);
If the weapon's fuse blows, first eliminate the cause. The fuse can only be replaced by the
same type with the same values.
For weapons with HOP-UP chambers, the rotation of the fired bullet can be adjusted within
a certain range. The ideal setting is when the ball flies almost the entire flight path straight at
the end of which it rises very easily and makes a smaller "ripple".
Take breaks when you are shooting. Overloading the mechanism with several hundred rounds
early causes the damage of the internal parts.
Keep the weapon dry, protect it from dirt. In case of internal contamination, eg with sand or
clay, the damage to the mechanism is very fast during subsequent shooting. The weapon is
also not designed for falls, prying, imitation of the fight with a stock, etc.
For weapons with an adjustable sight, the aiming point can be adjusted to the actual impact
of the bullets fired
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Warranty and complaint conditions
Complaints procedure:
The warranty for the goods is provided for a period of 24 months from the date of sale in compliance
with the applicable complaint conditions and the correct conditions of use.
Complaints can be submitted at the address: Anareus CZ, U Pejřárny 1043/4b, Prague 4, 14200 Czech
Republic, personally, or sending the goods to this address. The price for sending the goods to our
address is paid by the customer.
Complaint claims do not apply in particular to:
● models in which the customer intervened (disassembled or assembled, or both)
● incomplete models
● mechanically damaged components (except for manufacturing defects of the material –
bubbles, material undercuts visible in the quarry, etc.)
● models clogged by a foreign body (bead, bearing ball, etc.) or damaged by firing a cracked,
dirty or unsuitable BBs
● normal operating wear
If the service technicians find a defect that is not covered by the warranty, the customer pays
the costs associated with the service.
For service or complaint operations, please use the form, which you can find on our website here:
https://www.anareus.cz/gb/index.php?controller=contact
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